Generalized sidelobe canceller beamforming method for ultrasound imaging.
A modified generalized sidelobe canceller (IGSC) algorithm is proposed to enhance the resolution and robustness against the noise of the traditional generalized sidelobe canceller (GSC) and coherence factor combined method (GSC-CF). In the GSC algorithm, weighting vector is divided into adaptive and non-adaptive parts, while the non-adaptive part does not block all the desired signal. A modified steer vector of the IGSC algorithm is generated by the projection of the non-adaptive vector on the signal space constructed by the covariance matrix of received data. The blocking matrix is generated based on the orthogonal complementary space of the modified steer vector and the weighting vector is updated subsequently. The performance of IGSC was investigated by simulations and experiments. Through simulations, IGSC outperformed GSC-CF in terms of spatial resolution by 0.1 mm regardless there is noise or not, as well as the contrast ratio respect. The proposed IGSC can be further improved by combining with CF. The experimental results also validated the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm with dataset provided by the University of Michigan.